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1. Introduction
Multiple channels are prevalent phenomena in retail market nowadays,
particularly with the advent of the Internet. Manufacturers Compaq and Dell
indirectly sell their computers through traditional dealing channels and directly sell
“online”. Briones (1999) found the ratio of volumes of Compaq computers sold via
online to via dealing channel between 1998 and 1999 sharply increased from 2:98
to 20:80. Meanwhile, many computer retailers offer consumers their private brand
of various DIY products, often called retailer-owned brand (or simply store-brand).
Cosmetic manufacturer AVON, besides dealing channels, operates its own direct
selling channels of shopping online, representatives and AVON Stores. Similarly, the
retailer like Watsons develops a variety of private brand of cosmetic products. The
overall market share based on sales value of private brand in Switzerland in 20042005 was 45% (ACNielsen, 2005). Such multiple sales channels of direct selling,
private brand and dealing channel coexist because consumers around the world
are demanding more channel options for gaining access to products and services
(Rangawamy and Van Bruggen, 2005; Rosenbloom, 2006).
Multiple channels allow firms to reach consumers in multiple ways and allow
consumers to reach businesses by using their preferred channels. However, when
different sales channels work in the same area, channel conflicts arise due to the fact
that multiple channel members have the same clients (Wiertz et al., 2004) and that
may dissuade some channels’ members like retailers from selling the manufacturers’
product. The drop of sales in the existing channel resulting from new channel makes
a firm hard to recover its costs. Therefore, manufacturer and retailer have to consider
the trade-offs of the benefits of multiple channel strategy with the potentially negative
consequences (Sharma and Mehrotra, 2007).
Comparing to the traditional dealing channels, the rise of the retailer as a private
brand is one of the most important trends in retailing. Major retailers, like Sears,
President’s Choice and Wal-Mart in America and Marks and Spencer, Tesco and
Carrefour in Europe, have developed a large number of private brands in a wide
range of categories in their retail markets (Whileman and Jary 1997; Collins-Dodd
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and Lindley 2003; Gabrielsen and S ø rgard, 2007). Retailers have the incentive to
develop their private brands because of consumers’ low loyalty to the brand name,
high substitutability between products, and high purchasing frequency. Product
reputation and no advertising cost of a retailer’s private brand products benefit itself
in the market. Moreover, high substitutability between products hurts manufacturers
but benefits the retailer. Accordingly, the introduction of a private brand is likely
to increase a retailer’s profits in a product category if the cross-price sensitivity
between manufacturers’ brands and the private brand is high (Raju et al., 1995;
Sayman and Raju, 2004). More importantly, retailers view private brand products as
an opportunity to build the store image and differentiate their stores from those of
competitors. In the last couple of decades, private brand have seen enormous growth
in many countries and in many product categories (ACNielsen, 2005; Gabrielsen and
S ø rgard, 2007).
On the other hand, manufacturers like Levis, Sony and AVON, adopt a direct
selling channel besides a dealing channel to successfully compete against other
retailers’ private brands. Ross et al. (2005) derived the sales volume at which the
direct sales force’s costs equal the outsourced sales force’s cost, and concluded that
for sales volume above that quantity, firms should use a direct sales force. Crittenden
and Crittenden (2004) interviewed eight direct selling firms of product categories
which included arts & crafts, cosmetics, cutlery, kitchenware, jewelry, vitamins, and
healthcare. Results indicated direct sales are becoming common phenomena for firms
in order to keep sales strong. In addition, it is imperative that firms select the right
individuals, develop appropriate skills, and provide high perceived value.
Different channel leaderships of Manufacturer-Stackelberg (MS), RetailerStackelberg (RS) and Vertical Nash (VS) models have been compared and
extensively analyzed from the perspective of multiple manufacturers and a common
retailer (Moorthy 1988; Choi 1991; Trivedi 1998). In a subsequent paper, Choi
(1996) extended his analysis to include price competition between duopoly common
retailers. Not only product differentiation but also store differentiations between
retailers are captured in the model he used to examine the equilibria between different
channel structures. Moreover, Choi incorporated retail margin (instead of retail
price) into the retailer’s decision to guarantee a certain mark-up when acting as the
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dealing channel for manufacturers’ products. His study findings showed that while
product differentiation increases a manufacturer’s profit, it hurts a retailer’s profit.
Store differentiation, on the other hand, is beneficial to retailers while harmful to
manufacturers. Krisnan and Soni (1997) pointed out that retailers nowadays are often
much larger than many manufacturers, have more power to decide how products
are distributed and at what price. Therefore the issue of how retailer uses its power
to decide the retail margin and price to guarantee its profit becomes of increasing
research interest.
Multiple channels’ development has become a very important strategy for
both manufacturers’ and retailers’ distribution of products in a competitive market
(Wiertz et al., 2004; Rangawamy and Van Bruggen, 2005; Rosenbloom, 2006;
Sharma and Mehrotra, 2007). In the sales channel literature, most studies focus on
the manufacturer’s perspective since manufacturers can influence their retailers’
decisions through various pricing strategies and incentives, including whether to
integrate or decentralize retail activities (Moorthy, 1988; McGuire and Staelin,
1983; Raju et al., 1995; Choi, 1996; Ross et al., 2005), making a specific agreement,
such as quantity discounts (Jeuland and Shugan, 1988), achieving cooperation for
maximum joint profit, and analyzing channel efficiency and stability (Raju et al.,
1995; Choi, 1996; Trividi, 1998; Sayman and Raju 2004; Choi and Coughlan, 2006).
Yet, this literature focuses on the strategic interactions within a single channel.
Multiple channels environments matter so much in the retail market. This paper
attempts to analyze the trade-offs of the benefits of multiple channel strategy with
the potentially negative consequences for both manufacturer and retailer. Hence,
in this paper, the RS model is employed to examine the channel structure for two
manufacturers and a common retailer presented with a choice of dealing channel,
direct selling channel, and private brand channel. Products are assumed to have
linear demands with vertical strategic substitutability which considers the effects
of both product differentiation and store differentiation. This paper is organized as
follows. Next section presents the basic model and the structure of our analysis.
In sections 3 and 4, we derived the subgame perfect equilibrium solutions under
different subgames of multiple-channel structures. Section 5 reviewed our results and
compared with those reported in the extant literature. Finally, some areas for future
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research are suggested. All figures and tables are placed in Appendix A.

2. The Model
We consider a channel structure with two manufacturers M1 and M2 and one
common retailer R. Each manufacturer produces a differentiated product at marginal
cost c1 and c2, respectively. Besides selling through the retailer (dealing channel),
each manufacturer decides whether or not to sell directly (through a direct selling
channel). Besides selling manufacturers’ products, the common retailer decides
whether or not to sell its private brand product (through a private brand channel) at
marginal production cost cr. Introducing some notations, let i, j = 1,2, i≠j index the
r

r

r

two manufacturers and r indexes the retailer. Let qi, pi and mi, respectively, denote
the quantity demanded, retail price and retail margin of product i, i = 1,2, under the
dealing channel. Let qi , pi and mi , respectively, denote the quantity demanded, retail
price and retail margin of product i, i = 1,2, under the direct selling channel. Let qr
, pr and mr , respectively, denote the quantity demanded, retail price and margin of
retailer R’s product under its private brand. In this model, products are assumed to
have linear demands which consider the effects of both product differentiation and
store differentiation. Further, in order to capture the strategic effect of products in
multiple channels and to analyze the roles of direct selling and private brand, we
define, for simplification, the system of symmetric demand functions as follows:
r

r

r

r

r

r

r

qi = 1- pi +α( pj - pi ) + ( pr - pi ) +β( pi - pi ) +αβ( pj - pi ), i, j = 1,2, i≠j
r

r

qi = 1 - pi +β( p i - pi ) +αβ( pj - pi ) +αβ( pj - pi ) +αβ( pr - pi ), i, j = 1,2, i≠j
r

r

qr = 1 - pr +α( p i - pr ) +α( pj - pr ) +αβ( pi - pr ) +αβ( pj - pr ), i, j = 1,2, i≠j
The parameters αandβ respectively measure the degree of product
differentiation and store differentiation. We consider the case of substitute goods:
0<α<1 and 0<β<1. α=0 and α=1 set the maximum (independent goods) and the
minimum (homogeneous products) degree of product differentiation, respectively.
Similarly, β=0 and β=1 set the maximum (independent stores) and the minimum
(homogeneous stores) degree of store differentiation, respectively. In other words,
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this paper only considers the horizontal differentiation. Horizontal product (store)
differentiation refers to no product (store) is absolutely preferred to the others by all
consumers, while vertical product (store) differentiation refers to one product (store)
always dominates the others. For example, coke cola and spring are substitutes of
soft drinks to consumers but not identical, and a Sony Ericsson K810i handset sold
in a 3C store and in Sony Style Center is valued differently by consumers because
of the difference in after-sale service. A smaller value of α implies more product
differentiation, and the price difference between the products within a store has
less impact on the demands. Likewise, a smaller value of β implies more store
differentiation, and the price difference of the same product sold in the different
channels has less impact on the demands. A smaller value of αβ implies less cross
effect of products and channels, and the price difference between the different
1

products sold in the different channels has less impact on the demands. When
there exist differentiation between products and stores, a new channel added in the
market will not only attract the consumers in the existing channels but also create
new consumers. This is because of the diversification with stores’ physical distances
from each other, different mix of services and product assortment. For example,
when the common retailer introduces a private brand product, this changes its
quantity demanded in private brand channel by qr and that in dealing channels by the
r

r

respective amounts of α( pr - pi ) and α( pr - pj ) With those new created consumers,
aggregate demand will increase as the number of channels increase, even at zero
2

market price.

The retail price of a product is determined by the sum of its production cost/
wholesale price (wi) and its retailer margin:

1

2

Traditional linear demand functions qi = a - bpi + θpj have a major disadvantage when
used in equilibrium problems: they imply that as products are more differentiated,
equilibrium prices and its profit decrease. Choi’s (1996) demand functions qi = a - bpi + θ(
pj - pi ) provide intuitively more appealing results with respect to product differentiation.
Some studies (e.g., Sayman et al., 2002) assume that adding products or channels into
the market does not necessarily cannibalize existing outlets. Or equivalently, aggregate
demand is invariant with entry or exit of a channel or a product.
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p i = wi + m i

i = 1, 2

pi = ci + mi

i = 1, 2
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pr = cr + mr
The product demands therefore depend not only on all manufacturers’ wholesale
prices and costs, but also on the retailer’s margins.
Each member in the channel structure maximizes its total profit by selecting an
optimal value of the decision variable. The optimal solution for a profit maximization
problem depends on the channel’s institutional arrangement and the channel power
between manufacturers and the retailer. In the current model, the channel power is
RS, namely, the retailer chooses its price margin before manufacturers choose their
wholesale prices.
We now design a three-stage three-person non-cooperative game as shown in
Figure 1. In the first stage, each member selects its sales channel structure; in other
words, each manufacturer besides selling through the retailer (the dealing channel)
has to decide whether or not to sell its product through a direct selling channel,
and the retailer, besides selling manufacturers’ products, has to decide whether or
not to sell its private brand product through a private brand channel. Then, both
manufacturers and the retailer compete on retail margin. In the last stage, each
manufacturer competes on wholesale price for the dealing channel’s product. There
are eight subgames in our model and their channel structures are categorized into the
following six types: the dealing channel (SG1), dealing channel with the retailer’s
private brand channel (SG2), dealing channel with one direct selling channel (SG3),
dealing channel with one direct selling channel and the retailer’s private brand
channel (SG4), dealing channel with two direct selling channels (SG5), and dealing
channel with two direct selling channels and the retailer’s private brand channel
(SG6). We present subgame perfection equilibrium values derived by backward
induction in the next two sections.
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3. Equilibrium Analysis
We now discuss the competition within each subgame derived by backward
induction. Because the model involves the parameters of product differentiation α
and store differentiation β, the resulting formulas in some subgames are lengthy
and tedious. Thus, Mathematica software is adopted to compute the equilibria of
subgames. Its 3-dimensional figures are utilized to derive the optimal channel strategy
of manufacturers and the retailer, and to proceed the comparative-static analysis of
the equilibrium. In this section, we analyze the subgame of the dealing channel with
two direct selling channels and the retailer’s private brand channel (SG6). Due to
the limitation of the length of the paper, the derivations of the equilibria of all other
subgames are omitted in the main text and posited in the Supplementary Results.
It is commonly believed that manufacturers have cost advantage in production
and retailers have cost advantage in managerial operation. However, as the retail
market rapidly develops, large retailers start to authorize original equipment
manufacturers (OEM) and produce private brand products without OEM’s brand
name (e.g., Kirkland of Costco Wholesale). These products produced by OEM need
no advertising and sold in their own retailing stores. With large amounts of products,
the retailers can obtain a bargaining price with the OEM and thus, may have cost
advantage in production against manufacturers. On the other hand, to expand the
scale of product sales, manufacturers start to set up their own operational locations
(e.g., Sony Style of Sony and online website of Compaq) and sell the products
directly to consumers. Such a direct selling expansion forces manufacturers train a
large amount of retailing personnel and adopt systematically managerial operation.
The economies of scale may make manufacturers have cost advantage in managerial
operation against the retailer. Therefore, we assume, without loss of generality, all
production costs and managerial costs are zero (also see McGuire and Staelin, 1986).
In this channel arrangement (SG6), manufacturers sell their products through
the retailer as well as sell directly, and the retailer sells manufacturers’ products as
well as sells its private brand product. Manufacturers’ and the retailer’s profits are
respectively
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r

πi = mi qi + wi qi , i = 1,2
2

r

(1)

r

πi = Σ mi qi + mr qr

(2)

i =1

Note that wholesale price equals to the manufacturers’ margin at zero production
costs. Under the RS assumption, the retailer is the leader and two manufacturers are
the followers, and the leader takes the followers’ reaction functions of wholesale
prices into account for its own retail margin decisions. In the third stage, manufacturer
chooses its wholesale price conditional on the retail margin. Manufacturer’s reaction
function can be derived from the following first-order conditions:
дπi
r
r
дwi = 1 + 2βmi + αβmj - (1 + 2α +β+αβ) mi + αmj + αmr

(3)

- 2( 1 + 2α +β+αβ) wi +αwj = 0, i = 1,2
and the second-order conditions are easy to verify:
2

д πi
β<0, i = 1,2
2 = - 2 - 4α - 2β- 2α
д(wi)
Solving (3) for the conditional Nash equilibrium values i w s as a function of all retail
r

r

margins, w1 (m1, m2, m1, m2, mr).
r

r

The retailer incorporates w1 (m1, m2, m1, m2, mr) into its retail profit to determine
optimal margins in the second stage. Substituting it into (1) and (2), manufacturers’
and the retailer’s profits are
r

r

r

r

r

r

r

πi = mi × qi (m1, m2, m1, m2, mr) + wi (m1, m2, m1, m2, mr) × qi (m1, m2, m1, m2,
mr), i = 1,2
2

r

r

r

r

r

r

πi = Σ [ mi×qi (m1, m2, m1, m2, mr)] + mr×qr (m1, m2, m1, m2, mr)
i =1

Derive the first order conditions with retail margins as follows:
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дπi
дπr
дπr
= 0,
= 0, i = 1,2
r = 0,
д(mi )
д(mi)
д(mr)

(4)
3

Similarly, it can be verified that the second-order Hessian matrix is negative-definite.

This implies the solution to (4) is a Nash equilibrium between two manufacturers and
r

the retailer. The resulting margins as functions of α and β are mi (α,β), mi (α,β)
r

r

and mr (α,β). Substitute them back into wi (m1, m2, m1, m2, mr) to obtain wholesale
r

price wi (α,β). Retail prices pi (α,β), p i (α,β), pr (α,β), quantity demanded
r

qi (α,β), qi (α,β), qr (α,β), and manufacturers’ profits πi (α,β), and the retailer’s
profit πr (α,β) can be derived in turn. Their equilibrium values are plotted in
3-dimensional figures where horizontal axes are α and β(see Table 1).
Finally, we drive consumer surplus and social welfare in SG6. Social welfare
is the sum of consumer surplus and all the members’ profits. Apply Cramer’s rule
r

r

r

to transfer demand functions into inverse demand functions p i ( q i ; q j, qi, qj, qr ),
r

r

r

r

pi ( qi ; qi, qj, qj, qr ), and pr ( qr ; qi, qj, qi, qj ). Then we get the consumers surplus by
the following formula:
2

CS(α,β) = Σ

ſ

i =1
i ≠j

r*

qi

r

r*

*

*

*

r

r

r*

r*

*

*

*

r*

0

2

r*
i

q
+Σ ſ
i =1
i ≠j

+

r

pi (qi ; qj , q 1, q 2, q r ) dqi - pi (qi ; qj , q 1, q 2, q r) qi

ſ

r*

r*

*

*

*

r*

r*

*

*

*

pi (qi ; q1 , q2 , q j, q r ) dqi - pi (q i ; q1 , q2 , q j, q r) q i

0

r*

qi

r*

r*

*

*

*

r*

r*

*

*

*

pr (qr ; q1 , q2 , q 1, q 2 ) dqr - pr (q r ; q1 , q2 , q 1, q 2) q r

0

and
SW(α,β) = CS(α,β) +π1(α,β) +π2(α,β) +πr(α,β)

4. The Results
3

The verification of negative-definite Hessian matrix and the closed forms of all equilibrium
solutions in SG6 are presented in Appendix B.
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In this section, we derive the subgame perfect equilibrium of the game by
comparing Mathematica 3-dimensional figures of the resulting profits in each
subgame. Then, we examine the static comparisons in terms of αandβ in the
equilibrium, and discuss their implications from the viewpoints of consumer surplus
and social welfare.
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4.1 Subgame Perfect Equilibrium
We examine the dominant strategy of manufacturers and the retailer in the
decision of channel selection by comparing manufacturers’ equilibrium profits. In
Table 2(a), it can be easily verified that the profit of M1 is higher with direct selling
no matter whether or not M2 sells its product directly when R sells its private brand.
Likewise, its profit is higher with direct selling no matter whether or not M2 sells its
product directly when R does not sell its private brand. Hence, no matter whether or
not M2 sells its product directly and no matter whether or not R sells its private brand,
selling its product directly besides through the dealing channel is a dominant strategy
for M1. Similarly, it is a dominant strategy for M2 to sell its product directly. In Table
2(b), by comparing the retailer’s equilibrium profits, it can be also verified that,
no matter whether or not M1 and M2 sell their products directly, selling its private
brand product as well as selling manufacturers’ products is a dominant strategy for
R. Accordingly, the subgame SG6, where both manufacturers sell their products
directly as well as through the retailer, and the retailer sells its private brand product
as well as manufacturers’ products, is the subgame perfect equilibrium of the game.
Moreover, it is beneficial to a manufacturer to sell its product directly, since its profit
increases with the number of sales channels. It is also beneficial to the retailer to sell
its private brand. Hence, channel members could gain more profits through additional
sales channels.
Next, we examine the welfare implications of the different channel structures.
As can be seen from Table 3, consumer surplus and social welfare are highest
under SG6. Hence, a multiple channel structure contributes to product and store
diversification which, in turn, promotes consumer surplus and social welfare.
Therefore,
Proposition 1. In the subgame perfect equilibrium of the game, both
manufacturers sell their products directly as well as through the retailer, and the
retailer sells its private brand as well as manufacturers’ products. Consumer surplus
and social welfare are highest under this multiple channel structure.

200
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The substitutability between products and stores deprives old consumers from
the existing channels, but their diversification creates new consumers. For example,
the private brand “Kirkland Vitamin” sold by Costco may attract the clientele of
the existing brand “Centrum Vitamin” and attract new consumers simply because
Kirkland’s price is lower. Likewise, direct selling cosmetics stores set up by AVON
may attract the clientele from Watsons channel and attract new consumers because of
the professional knowledge provided by its retailing personnel. Overall, an increase
in sales channels does promote its total demand. On the other hand, this evokes
fierce competition between products and stores, and incurs a considerable amount of
operational and managerial costs (ignored in the current model).
In the equilibrium, the former force dominates the latter one. Thus,
manufacturers are beneficial to sell their products directly as well as through the
existing dealing channel, and the retailer is beneficial to sell its private brand product
as well as manufacturers’ products. In other words, channel members gain more
profits through additional channels, even though there exists fiercer price competition
in the market with new added product and channel. Results obtained from this study
in relation to Proposition 1 are supported by Raju et al. (1995), Trivedi (1998), Ross
et al. (2005) and Sharma and Mehrotra (2007). Retailers in a competitive market
prefer to carry private brand products rather than simply play a leadership role in a
dealing channel. Sayman and Raju (2004) suggested that introducing store brands
to compete with different national brands may help the retailer to extend the base
demand for store brands and exert pressure on to the national brand manufacturers
to offer better trade terms. Global retail giants like Tesco, Carrefour, Sears and WalMart have developed a large number of categories with their private brands in their
retail stores (Whileman and Jary 1997; Collins-Dodd and Lindley 2003). ACNielsen
(2005) used data over the 12 months ending the first quarter of 2005 and found the
overall market share based on sales value of private brand in Europe in 2004-2005
was 23%, and it ranged from 4% in Greece to 45% in Switzerland.
Meanwhile, manufacturers expect to find a direct selling channel lucrative. Dell,
IBM, and Compaq computer sell their products by direct selling channels to promote
customer service and relationship management. Yao and Liu (2003) found even with
the presence of a direct channel, the key to gaining competitive advantage remains
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on the indirect channel side, that is, to focus on retaining the loyal customers. Thus,
an operational strategy that can be devised is to increase the rate of internal switching
from indirect to direct.
Nowadays, products like make-up, computer, cell phone, pill, jewelry are sold
in multiple channels in the real world (e.g, acer, Nokia, Motorola, Sony, Amway
and AVON etc.) Crittenden and Crittenden (2004) interviewed executives from
eight direct selling firms and found product categories represented in the research
include arts & crafts, cosmetics, cutlery, kitchenware, jewelry, vitamins, and wellness
products had worldwide direct sales triple the number ten years ago. Wallace et al.
(2004) suggested that multiple channel retailing can be a useful strategy for building
customer retailer loyalty. With an increasingly competitive retail environment and
decreasing customer switching costs, customer retailer loyalty is a critical goal for
merchants of all types. Their results revealed that multiple channel retailing strategies
enhance the portfolio of service outputs provided to the customer, thus enhancing
customer satisfaction and ultimately customer retailer loyalty. These suggested that
multiple channel retailing can be a useful strategy for building customer retailer
loyalty. Similarly, Sharma and Mehrotra (2007) found multiple channels allow
customers to reach businesses by using their preferred channel. When a business
offers multiple sales channels, its customers can compare sales channels with
different sets of preferential factors including transaction cost, product, risk and
social experience (Muthitacharoen et al., 2006).
The diversification of products and stores increases consumers’ willingness to
pay and thus, promotes consumer surplus and welfare. These results fit those reported
in Trivedi (1998) that consumers benefit the most from a direct selling channel with
the greatest demand and the lowest prices. Likewise, Gabrielsen and S ø rgard (2007)
found that when the national brand producer offers an exclusive contract, private
label introduction may lead to lower retail prices on national brands, which can be
beneficial to consumer welfare as well as total welfare.

4.2 Comparisons of Equilibrium Margin, Retail Price and
Quantity Demanded
Let’s now compare the rankings of equilibrium margin, retail price, and quantity

202
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demanded of products for the dealing channel, direct selling channel, and private
brand channel (see Table 4). Hence,
Proposition 2. The ranking of channel structure for product retail margins is
private brand, followed by direct selling and then dealing channel. The ranking of
channel structure for products retail prices is dealing channel, followed by private
brand and then direct selling channel.
The retailer has the incentives to find an original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
to produce private brand products and to get a discount by a large shipment at a lower
cost better than the one of manufacturer’s product. Hence, private brand products
have more room for per-unit profit than direct selling product, but products with
dealing channel have the smaller room for per-unit profit because of its high cost.
Therefore, the ranking of product retail margin is private brand, direct selling and
dealing channel. Further, Reshare (2006) suggested that firms have developed and
has patented software that can help channel managers deal with conflict by providing
their fair share of the margins when products are sold via multiple channels that
appear to compete with each other.
Next, ranking of products retail price is, accordingly, dealing channel, private
brand and direct selling. Because the channel power in the RS structure allows the
retailer to exploit a certain level of margin in the dealing channel and the price of
the dealing product is the sum of wholesale price and margin, the prices in one-level
channels is higher than the ones in zero-level channels. In other words, product sales
through a zero-level channel (direct selling channel and/or private brand channel)
avoid exploitation by middlemen of one-level channel (dealing channel). The result
is consistent with that of previous literature (e.g., Kotler, 1991) that the lowest retail
prices are offered by the channel with the least number of intermediaries exploiting
their own profits. Whileman and Jary (1997) observed many retailers’ own private
brands are priced lower than their manufacturers’ cleaning, disposable, food, doit-yourself products, and health and beauty aids. ACNielsen (2005) also found the
price of private brand in Europe is on average 37% lower than their manufacturers’
counterparts and on average for 38 countries the private brand aggregated value
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shares was 32% in refrigerated food and 2% in baby food.
The result that the retail price in direct channel is lower than the one in
dealing channel seems to contradict the fact that a manufacturer usually does not
sell its product directly at a price lower than in a dealing channel. This is because
a manufacturer does not want to discourage the incentive of the retailer to sell its
product and there exists a considerable amount of costs in setting up, operating and
managing a direct selling store.
However, we also observe that a business (e.g., Comp USA, Northwest Airlines,
and T-Mobile) sells its products to online customers less expensively to enhance the
popularity and acceptance of its businesses website. The group of online shoppers is
generally price sensitive. So, Muthitacharoen et al. (2006) suggested that a business
should segment its consumers into appropriate groups according to their consumer
behavior. For example, a business that attempts to entice its existing customers to
its online stores should acknowledge that its customers are more concerned about
personal risk (e.g., credit card information) and product price.
Finally, we examine the impact of product differentiation and store
differentiation on the equilibrium outcome (see Table 1).
Proposition 3. When products are less differentiated, margins in direct selling
and private brand channels decrease and wholesale prices in the dealing channel
decrease. Retail prices (quantities demanded) in all channels decrease (increase).
This, in turn, decreases manufacturers’ profits. On the other hand, when stores are
less differentiated, margins and retail prices (quantities demanded) in all channels
decrease (increase). Thus, the retailer’s profit decreases.
When the substitutability of products increases, increase in product competition
forces manufacturers to decrease the margins in the direct selling channel and
the retailer to decrease the margin in its private brand channel in order to attract
consumers of substitute products. Manufacturers are forced to reduce the wholesales
prices in the dealing channel. Thus, retail prices in all channels decrease and
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quantity demand increase. In the end, manufacturers’ profits decrease. When the
substitutability between stores increases, increase in store competition forces all
manufacturers and the retailer to decrease their margins. Accordingly, all retail
prices decrease and the corresponding quantities demanded increase. Finally,
fierce competition makes the retailer worse off and its profit decreases. These
results 4 Trivedi (1998) found the opposite results in the single channel model that
manufacturer’s profit increases with the substitutability of products at most levels of
store substitutability. are well known and consistent with the results in the models
of a single channel (see Choi, 1996), but they are new findings in the literature of
multiple channels.

5. Discussion
Retailers nowadays have become more powerful than most manufacturers as a
result of larger retail chains. This increasing influence on the market arise a growing
interest in sales channel researches. Most of the literature discussed the optimal
channel strategy and equilibrium of channel structures from the viewpoint of firm’s
profit only with one dimension of product differentiation (Jeuland and Shugan
1983; Moorthy 1988). We have expanded the literature to a multiple channel model
considering the two dimensions of product differentiation and store differentiation
and examining their consumer surplus and social welfare. The main contribution of
this paper is the exploration of manufacturers’ and a retailers’ selection of channel
structure from dealing, direct selling and private brand channel, and its resulting
pricing strategy. In an attempt to extend the literature in this area, we have developed
a three-stage three-person non-cooperative game that incorporated the competition
between two manufacturers and one common retailer and the equilibrium solutions
are derived from the setup of a Retailer Stackelberg model.
For the sake of tractable analyses in our model, managerial and sales costs
are assumed to be zero and the other demand factors such as product qualities are
ignored. In sum, our theoretical framework can be extended in several directions.
4

Trivedi (1998) found the opposite results in the single channel model that manufacturer’s
profit increases with the substitutability of products at most levels of store substitutability.
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First, the more reasonable (nonlinear) cost/demand functions can be considered in
future research (Choi and Coughlan 2006; Moorthy 1988; Choi, 1991). For instance,
the asymmetry in cost and demand can be relaxed to measure the impact of firm’s
productive efficiency on the margins and prices for the managerial purpose. Further,
retailers exist in the market because they can perform more efficient work than
manufacturers. The fixed and variable costs can added into the model to express the
differences in firm’s operational efficiencies. For instance, some variable costs of
managerial operation should be involved when firms add a new sales channel. More
than two retailers can also be relaxed to present the competition between the retailers
such as Carrefour and Wal-Mart (Raju et al., 1995). Second, we featured our demand
curve that the sales in different channel are equal when all prices are equal. The
difference between the products and channel should be applied with different sales
in different channel even when the prices are equal. Finally, some logical strategies,
such as advertising and slotting allowance, have not been examined in this study and
that always exist in the real world (Shaffer, 1991).
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Table 1. Equilibrium Values in Dealing Channel with Two Direct Selling
Channels and Retailer’s Private Brand Channel (SG6)

Wholesale price

Margin

Retail price

Quantity
demanded

Manufacturer’s
and retailer’s
profit

Consumer
surplus and
social welfare
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Table 2(a) Comparisons of M1’s Profits with/without Direct Selling
R without private brand
M2 sells directly

M2 doesn't sell directly

R with private brand
M2 sells directly

M2 doesn't sell directly

Note: The upper colored figure is M1’s profit with direct selling and the black one is
M1’s profit without direct selling
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Table 2(b) Comparisons of R’s Profits with/without Private Brand
No manufacturer direct
selling

One manufacturer direct
selling

Both manufacturers direct
selling

Note: The upper colored figure is the profit of R with private brand, the black one is
the profit of R without private brand

Table 3 Comparisons of Consumer Surplus and Social Welfare
CS

SW

Note: The top colored figures are CS and SW of SG6, and the five lower ones are
those of SG1-SG5.
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Tabel 4 Comparisons of Equilibrium Margin, Retail Price and Quantity
Demanded
(1) mPB/DS≡mr- mi >0

(2) mDS/DC≡mr- mir >0

(3) mDC/PB≡pir - pr >0

(4) pPB/DS≡pr- pi >0

(5) qDS/PB≡qi - qr

(6) qPB/DC≡qr - qir >0

(7) qDS/DC≡qi - qir >0
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Supplementary Results
Part I: We present here the derivations of the equilibria of subgame (SG6). The
second-order Hessian matrix is semi-definite:
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The equilibrium solutions in SG6 are:
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Part II:SG1-SG5
We present here the derivations of the equilibria of all other subgames.
1. Dealing Channel (SG1)
In this channel arrangement, manufacturers’products are sold only through the
common retailer. The demand is as follows:
r

r
r
r
qi =1 - pi + α( pj - pi ), i = 1, 2, i ≠ j

Each manufacturer’s and the retailer’s profits are,
r

πi = wi qi , i = 1, 2
2

r

r

πi = Σ mi qi
i =1

The first-order conditions of manufacturers are
дπi
r
r
дwi =1- (1+α) mi + αmj - wi (1+α) - (1+α) wi + αwj = 0, i = 1, 2 , i ≠ j
and the second-order conditions is satisfied:
2

д πi
2 = -2(1+α) <0, i = 1, 2 , i ≠ j
д(wi)
Solving the first-order conditions for the conditional Nash equilibrium values i w s as
r

a function of mi s:
2

r

r

(2+3α) - (2+4α +α ) mi +α(1+α) mj
, i = 1, 2 , i ≠ j
wi =
2
4+8α +3α
Incorporates these reaction functions wis into the retailer’s profit and take the first
r

order conditions with respect to mi :
2

r

r

(1+α) [ -1(2+3α) +2(2+4α+α) mi -2α(1+α) mj
дπr
=0
r =(2+α)(2+3α)
д(mi)
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The second-order Hessian matrix is negative-definite.
2

2
2(1+α)(2+4α+α )
д πr
<0
r 2 =(2+α)(2+3α)
д(mi)

2

2

2

д πr
д πr
r 2
r
r
д(m1) дm1дm2
2

2

д πr
д πr
r
r
r 2
дm2дm1 д(m2)

=

2

2(1+α)(2+4α+α )
2α(1+α)
(2+α)(2+3α)
(2+α)(2+3α)
2

2

2α(1+α)
(2+α)(2+3α)

2(1+α)(2+4α+α )
(2+α)(2+3α)

2

4(1+α) (1+2α)
=
>0
(2+α)(2+3α)
r

So, solving the first-order conditions for m1 s, and substituting these into demand and
1
1 r 3+α
(1+α)
(1+α)
r
, mi = , pi =
, πi =
profit functions: wi =
2 , πr =
4+2α
2
4+2α
(4+2α)
(4+2α)

2. Dealing Channel with Retailer’s Private Brand (SG2)
In this channel arrangement, manufacturers’products are sold through the
retailer and the retailer sells its private brand product. The demands are as follow:
r

r
r
r
r
qi =1 - pi + α( pj - pi ) + α( pr - pi ), i, j = 1, 2, i ≠ j
r
r
qr =1 - pr + α( pi - pr ) + α( pj - pr ), i, j = 1, 2, i ≠ j

Each manufacturer’s and the retailer’s profits are,
r

πi = wi qi , i = 1, 2
2

r

r

πr = Σ mi qi + mr qr
i =1

Similar as in SG1, the manufacturer’s profits and the retailer’s profit in terms of α
are:
πi =

1+2α
4+89α
2 , πr =
(4+6α)
8+12α
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3. Dealing Channel with One Direct Selling Channel (SG3)
In this channel arrangement, manufacturers’ products are sold through the
retailer and one manufacturer also sells its product directly. The demands are as
follow:
r
r
r
r
r
q1 =1 - p1 + α( p2 - p1 ) + β( p1 - p1 )
r
r
r
r
r
q2 =1 - p2 + α( p1 - p2 ) + αβ( p1 - p2 )
r
r
r
q1 =1 - p1 + β( p1 - p1 ) + αβ( p2 - p1 )

Each manufacturer’s and the retailer’s profits are,
r

π1 = m1 q1 + w1 q1
r

π2 = w2 q2

r r
r r
πr = m1 q1 + m2 q2

Similar as in SG1, the manufacturer’s profits and the retailer’s profit in terms of α
are:
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4. Dealing Channel with One Direct Selling Channels and Retailer’s Private Brand
(SG4)
In this channel arrangement, manufacturers’ products are sold through the retailer,
one manufacture also sells its product directly and the retailer sells its private brand
product. The demands are as follow:
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r
r
r
r
r
r
q1 =1 - p1 + α( p2 - p1 ) + β( p1 - p1 ) + α( pr - p1 )
r
r
r
r
r
r
q2 =1 - p2 + α( p1 - p2 ) + αβ( p1 - p2 ) + α( pr - p2 )
r
r
q1 =1 - p1 + β( p1 - p1 ) + αβ( p2 - p1 ) + αβ( pr - p1 )
r
r
qr =1 - pr + α( p1 - pr ) + α( p2 - pr ) + αβ( p1 - pr )

Each manufacturer’s and the retailer’s profits are,
r

π1 = m1 q1 + ( w1 - c1 )q1
r

π2 = ( w2 - c2 ) q2

r r
r r
πr = m1 q1 + m2 q2 + mr qr

respectively. Similarly, the Nash equilibrium values of the margins, prices and SG4’s
resulting outcomes can be derived as follows:
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5. Dealing Channel with Two Direct Selling Channels (SG5)
In this channel arrangement, manufacturers’ products are sold through the
retailer and two manufactures also sell their products directly and the retailer sells its
private brand product. The demands are as follow:
r

r
r
r
r
r
qi =1 - pi + α( pj - pi ) + β( pi - pi ) + αβ( pj - pi ), i = 1, 2, i ≠ j
r
r
qi =1 - pi + β( pi - pi ) + αβ( pj - pi ) + αβ( pj - pi ), i = 1, 2, i ≠ j

Each manufacturer’s and the retailer’s profits are,
r

πi = mi qi + wi qi , i = 1, 2
2

r

r

πr = Σ m i q i
i =1

respectively. Similarly, the Nash equilibrium values of the margins, prices and SG4’s
resulting outcomes can be derived as follows:
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Abstract
A three-stage three-person non-cooperative game of retailer Stackelberg
is designed to model two manufacturers’ and one common retailer’s channel
arrangement for product distribution. In the first stage, each manufacturer, besides
selling its product to the retailer (the dealing channel), has to decide whether to
sell it through a direct selling channel. The retailer, besides selling manufacturers’
products, has to decide whether to also sell its private brand product through a
private brand channel. Each manufacturer and the retailer then have to determine
their retail margins of all channels’ products; finally, the two manufacturers compete
on wholesale price for the dealing channel’s product. Results show direct selling and
private brand are dominant strategies for manufacturers and the retailer, respectively.
Consumer surplus and social welfare are the highest in the equilibrium because
diversification of products and stores increases consumers’ willingness to pay.
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評

論

評論人：胡均立（交通大學經營管理研究所所長）
孫委員、各位先進、發表人廖教授，今天非常榮幸有這個機會來評論這
篇文章，因為時間關係，我直接進入文章內容。我們一般文章會考慮到共同
零售商的問題，這邊又多了製造商的直銷策略，因此這是本文的貢獻。第二
個是過去的文獻，在產業經濟學裡面多數只考慮一種銷售管道，尤其是透過
共同零售商，這邊就說如果我們自己也可以開直營店來賣，增加銷售管道的
話，對於消費者剩餘、廠商利潤等影響，裡面就有兩種差異化，第一個是產
品差異化、第二個是通路差異化，譬如在LV旗艦店裡買的感覺與一般百貨
公司店的感覺不一樣，可能覺得更尊榮，其實創造通路，具有產品創造的效
果，福利也會增加。所以對上游製造商來說，我要對抗下游具有優勢地位、
議價能力很高的零售商，就自己來創造通路，所以直接銷售是對抗下游零售
商的工具。另外直銷會增加製造商對消費者的銷售通路，下游競爭程度也增
加，這都是使得競爭增加的好處。剛剛孫委員的確是行家，已經談到Rule of
Reason，其實我們來判斷一個行為應不應許可，或在公平交易法立法時應不
應該容許這種行為，都會講合理原則，公平交易法第12條雖然講結合，但其
精神還是合理原則，就是對整體經濟的利益是大於、等於、小於限制競爭的
不利益。如果對整體競爭的利益是大於限制競爭的不利益，這樣對社會才是
有好處的。
因為擔任評論人，所以就必須有一些吹毛求疵的行為，不好意思。第一
個，我不太明白Retailer Stackelberg，後面引的文獻也沒有這樣的標題，一
般我們是講Retailer as a Stackelberg leader，就是把決策順序倒過來，就是
Retailer先，上游製造商後，或是我們說是Leading Retailer。那麼在這個案例
中，上游製造商還是先動者，因為他們兩個與零售商同時決定要不要有直銷
的通路，所以我覺得在這個模型，或者說是賽局中，先動者還是製造商。另
外有些老師很挑剔，會說Stackelberg賽局本身是產量，但如果探討價格，是
不是叫做Leader Follower會比較恰當？這只是一個小問題。
第二個是說，孫委員說這是一個行銷的議題，後面很多行銷管理的文
章，除了探討價格之外，還會考慮到零售商的努力，與上下游各自作廣告。
那這裡面如果納入銷售努力，則增加銷售管道，會降低共同零售商努力的誘
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因，因為會分掉市場，這一方面剩餘效果也許會使得消費者福利下降，因為
零售商不再努力做售後服務、促銷、廣告，因此把這一點納進來，是不是結
論就不會一面倒，好像增加銷售管道一定會增加社會福利，否則也不太需要
用到合理原則，也沒有一個抵換關係。
這篇文章寫的比較偏向經濟學理，第一個是說沒有考慮到上架費，如果
零售業者在這樣的架構下有一些上架限制，甚至是排他交易、限制交易對
象，會不會有一些問題或結果的改變。另外在公平交易法層面，廖教授很辛
苦，用了這個好的模型導出很多有趣結果，對於製造商直接銷售的結果，是
不是如所講的只有好處、沒有壞處，那我們基於公平交易法角度就是鼓勵就
好。以上這是我對這篇文章的小小意見，謝謝。

